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Big Bud Auto

Big Bud Auto 

Big Bud Automatic is Sensi's top-yielding autoflowering variety! These feminized cannabis seeds produce vigorous, easy-growing plants which
flower automatically and quickly develop large, solid, highly potent buds. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 37,50 €

Price with discount 34,09 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 37,50 €

Sales price without tax 34,09 €

Discount 

Tax amount 3,41 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankSensi Seeds 
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Normally cultivated indoors under lights, Big Bud Auto can also grow outdoors in sunny climates, and its autoflowering ability allows it to bloom
successfully in unusual or irregular light cycles. Big Bud Auto is ideal for growers seeking an easy-growing, productive indica!

Plants begin flowering around the time they produce their seventh to ninth pair of true leaves, which is usually about 6 to 8 weeks after
germination.

After 7 to 9 weeks of flowering, plants typically range in height from 90 to 130cm and are weighed down with an outstanding harvest of mature,
resinous indica buds. Like its predecessors, the branches of Big Bud Auto may need to be supported during the later flowering phase in order to
prevent them breaking under their own weight!

When dried, Big Bud Auto’s giant, sparkling flower clusters have a rich bouquet and flavour from their Afghan and Skunk ancestry; sweet,
pungent, fruity and musky aromas give way to a strong undercurrent of crisp, resinous hashish. The sticky trichomes encrusting the buds impart
a very powerful physical effect that is brightened and elevated by a cerebral high from Skunk #1’s sativa elements. Big Bud Auto has a good
balance of THC and CBD, making it suitable for a wide range of medicinal applications. Naturally, this strain’s long-lasting, sensual high also
makes it a superb variety for recreational enjoyment.

Indica

The Big Bud Auto strain has large proportion of Indica genes in its background.

Short flowering period

Big Bud Auto will have a comparatively short flowering time.

Compact plant

Big Bud Auto will have relatively small height gain during the flowering phase.

Medium Yield

Big Bud Auto will produce a decent amount of bud

Cool /Cold

Big Bud Auto is a tough, early flowering strain suitable to be grown outside in most climates

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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